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Dues

Dues  for  2013  are  due.  They  remain  at  $20  per 
photographer.   Non-member  spouses  may  attend 
meetings but not take part in forums, show and tells 
etc.

February Meeting

February meeting date is the 26th, the 4th Tuesday.  
We will have a Show and Tell.  Digital images only, 
three per member, and remember that the 2 year old 
limit for images no longer applies to Show and Tell 
sessions.  On the  chance  that  we are  overwhelmed 
with images, please indicate rank for showing, 1-3. 
If time permits we will show all three, otherwise we 
may eliminate the rank 3 images.

Since Peter and Sandy Jones will  be away,  digital 
images should go to Ron Anderson:
ronwande@bellsouth.net
Deadline for entries is midnight Saturday Feb. 23. 

John Ayre will show a short 15 minute DVD he has 
produced, and then demonstrate, step by step, how it 
is done. 

Thank You

We would like to thank Kevin Adams for doing a 
great  job  in  critiquing  our  images  at  the  January 
Forum.

Photos

Photos in this issue are from those submitted to the 
January Forum.
 
Critique Group / Elements SIG

These  groups  will  meet  Tuesday March  12  at  the 
Unitarian  Universalist  Church  on  Kanuga,  on  the 
right just  before the next traffic light South of the 
one at Erkwood/State streets.  Meeting time 1:00 for 
the Critique group and approximately 2:30 for the 
SIG.  Attendance for the SIG has been dwindling but 
those in attendance were very interested at the Feb. 
meeting.  Those who attend in March are asked to 
bring  images  to  be  worked  on  as  a  group.   Last 
meeting  we  discussed  cloning  further  and 
demonstrated  with  a  couple  of  images.   It  then 
turned into a good review of the techniques we had 
discussed in the past.

March Meeting

The March meeting will consist of a video from our 
newly  acquired  “Fundamentals  of  Photography" 
course  presented  by  Joel  Sartore,  a  well  known 
photographer for National Geographic. The subject 
lecture will be one of the 3 on Light and Lighting. 
The video will  be followed by a panel discussion. 
Three  club  members,  still  to  be  chosen,  will  take 
questions  on  the  subject  of  the  video,  light  and 
lighting.  Members  are  urged  to  think  about  this 
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subject  ahead  of  time  and  come  prepared  to  ask 
questions, whether inspired by the video or not. 
Forum images from the January Forum follow:
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There were so many great images that I had a very 
hard time limiting the number to include.  I probably 
missed some nice ones.  My apologies in advance.

Mentoring Program

Members,  especially  new  or  less  experienced 
persons  are  encouraged  to  take  advantage  of  the 
wealth  of  experience  in  the  club.  The  volunteer 
mentors are recognized for their willingness to share 
their  expertise.   Our web site  has  a  list  of  people 
willing  to  mentor  you  on  various  aspects  of 
photography
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